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BW Primary Care Commissioning Operational Group (PCOG) 
01 December 2021 
Microsoft Teams 

 

Members 

Name Role and Organisation Initials Attendance 

VOTING MEMBERS PRESENT 

Saby Chetcuti Chair and Lay Member SC Present 

Geoffrey Braham Lay member GB Present 

Dr James Kent Accountable Officer and Executive ISC Lead (BW 
CCG) 

JK Apologies 

Dr Abid Irfan   GP Chair (BW CCG) AI Present 

Dr Kajal Patel    GP Lead (BW CCG) KP Present 

Debbie Simmons Nurse Director (Deputy Chair) DS Apologies 

Stuart Ireland Senior Finance Manager (BW CCG)  SI Present 

Jane Thompson-
Smith 

Deputy Director of Quality & Nursing (BW CCG) JTS Apologies 

Others: (Standard Invitees in Attendance)  

Sarah Wise Primary Care Commissioning Manager (Contracts 
and Quality) (BW CCG) 

SW Present 

Sanjay Desai Associate Director of Medicines Optimisation (BW 
CCG) 

SD Present 

Jo Baskerville Primary Care Support Manager (BW CCG) JB Present 

Lydia Benedek-
Koteles 

Primary Care Administrator (BW CCG) (Minutes) LBK Present 

Lisa Trimble   Practice Manager Representative LT Present 

Dr Jim Kennedy LMC representative JK Present (in part) 

Helen Clark Representing South Reading PCNs HC Present 

Dr Bu Thava CD South Reading PCN BT Apologies 

Dr Jonathan Millard CD NWR PCN (Deputising for Dr Anil Chauhan) JM Apologies 

Dr Anil Chauhan CD NWR PCN AC Apologies 

Dr Ellora Evans CD Newbury PCN EE Apologies 

Andrew Sharp Healthwatch West Berkshire ASh Present 



 

 

Pat Bunch Healthwatch Reading PB Present 

Nicholas Durman Healthwatch Wokingham ND Present 

Mandeep Kaur-Sira Healthwatch Reading (Deputising for Pat Bunch) MKS Apologies 

David Dean Local Pharmaceutical Committee DD Present 

Graham Bridgman Health and Wellbeing Representative – W. 
Berkshire 

GB Apologies 

Sue Pilgrim NHSE officer SP Apologies 

Carol Giles NHSE officer CG Apologies 

Niall Norbury CCG Communications & Engagement Team NN Present 

Dr Amit Sharma CD Wokingham PCN/BWPCN Chair AS Apologies 

Others 

William Gordon Primary Care Support Manager (BW CCG) WG Present 

Standing Agenda Items 

1 Welcome and introductions 
The Chair welcomed everyone to the meeting. 
 

2 Apologies for Absence 
Noted as above and below. 
 
SW introduced two new members on secondment to the Primary Care team.  JB Primary Care 
Support manager working with SW and WG supporting the Primary Care Programme Board.   
  

3 Declaration of Interest 
The Chair reminded PCOG members of their obligation to declare any interest they may have 
on any issue arising at PCOG meetings that might conflict with the business of Berkshire West 
CCG.  
None Received. 
 
Declaration of Gifts & Hospitality 
The Chair reminded PCOG members of their obligation to declare any offer of gifts and 
hospitality whether accepted or declined and the reason for accepting or declining such offers.  
None Received.  
 

4 Minutes of meeting held: 
03 November DRAFT minutes 
 
The minutes were APPROVED 

5 Action Log  
An update on actions included on the action log following the November 2021 meeting were 
provided. 
 
Outstanding Actions: 
Action 2. Heart Failure Local Enhanced Service Proposal 
HC confirmed SB had consulted with the PCNs on the specification. The action was closed 



 

 

 
Action 3. Enhanced access appointments being used for flu 
On the agenda for discussion. 
 
Action 4. Draft internal audit report 
SW and SI had a meeting scheduled with the auditor’s later that day. The auditors will be asked 
to provide examples of other CCGs who had asked practices to provide financial information to 
the CCG and what right the CCG has to ask for this information. An update will be provided at 
the next meeting.  
 
The action remained open and would be updated after the scheduled meeting with the auditors.  
 
Action 5. QOF 20/21 income protection 
SI confirmed payments had been made to practices. The action was closed. 
SW will take the QOF 20/21 income protection action to the 16 December PCCC for discussion.  
 
Action 7. Quarterly update on Healthwatch Reading telephone survey & urgent on the day 
actions via improving access plan 
SW The correct action plan had been circulated to members. Closed 
 
Action 8. Extra Capacity 
SD and DD provided a brief update.  
43 of the 44 Practices had contacted the CCG to say they were going live or intend on going 
live.  Consolation numbers were still low but with BW performing better than Oxon and Bucks.  
Money had been identified for a project manager. Practices are very busy though it was expected 
an uplift in numbers would take place after Christmas. Online training had been shared with 
practices.  
 
PB asked at what point would it be agreed that a patient would go to a pharmacist. SD advised 
that he did not want reception staff clinically triaging patients but if a conclusive medical condition 
was brought before them and they had spoken to the doctor then the patient could see a 
pharmacist.  
 
PB further asked about a plan to evaluate the service so it can be promoted more widely.  DD 
stated that a lot of data was being provided and information was being sent out to patients. There 
is a need to work with colleagues to make sure it is only minor illness consultations that are sent 
to pharmacists. This was being constantly reviewed.  
 
DD shared the slide ‘NHS Community Pharmacist Consultation Service (CPCS)’ with members 
outlining what conditions were clinically appropriate to refer to a pharmacist and what was not.  
 
SD agreed to share details of the co-ordination initiative with AI. 
 
Action 9. PMS transformation fund application 
SI It was agreed to keep this open until all the applications from the PCNs had been returned.  
 
Action 10. Payment Protection 
SI Waiting for the Enhanced Service agreement to be agreed at place and to report any variants 
to PCCC. Q3 and Q4 would be protected as agreed.  
 
Action 11. PCOG Terms of Reference 
To remain open as still outstanding.  To be discussed at the 16 December PCCC meeting. 
 
 



 

 

 
Action 12. Q4 20/21 Quality Report 
There had been a change in the contact lead in the CQC for the CCG. A future meeting is 
scheduled. 
 
Action 13. List Maintenance 
JB is now supporting this work. Practices had been contacted to understand their inhouse 
arrangements for list management. A meeting with PSE had been arranged. PSE had placed list 
maintenance work on hold with no date for future work provided. They are happy to receive 
proposals and will cost bespoke work, though this is very expensive. The CCG are now looking 
to see if practices can do this work in house with SW working with Lisa Trimble to see how this 
would work. To remain open 
 

6 Decision Log: November 2021 
 
Extension of Shinfield APMS contract 
Wokingham LMT were happy to extend the contract, with a request to be involved in contract 
review meetings with the provider, which the CCG had agreed to.  
 
Members APPROVED the decision log 
 

 Contractual 

7 Contractual Actions Report 
 
The paper was taken as read. 
 
The report will once again be a regular feature at future PCOG meetings.  
 
Members Noted the paper 
 

8 Enhanced Access Appointments used for Flu Vaccinations  

For Noting 
 
SW provided a verbal update. 
 
At the November meeting members discussed the request that a greater number of Enhanced 
Access appointments should be used for Covid and flu vaccinations. Members agreed to a 50% 
increase but subsequently a further increase had been asked for. Members requested further 
information from practices around how many appointments were being used for flu vaccinations 
before deciding to increase the percentage. Only a small number of practices had stated on their 
monthly returns how many appointments had been used for flu.  It had been agreed to amend 
the monthly returns forms adding a section for flu appointments.  Practices would be required to 
resubmit their returns for September and October, which would help the CCG understand 
whether there is a need to increase the percentage. If enough data is collated members will be 
contacted by email to decide whether to increase the percentage prior to the January PCOG 
meeting.  
 
Members agreed that not all practices would have capacity to respond to the request to complete 
new forms due to workload.  
 
SW agreed to meet with finance to discuss using the monthly returns forms for October to try to 
make a decision sooner.  
 



 

 

This will come back to members by the end of the month rather than waiting for the next meeting.  
 
Action: SW to meet with finance to review practices monthly return forms for October 
allowing a quicker response to members.  
Members to be contacted before the end of December by email to agree a decision.  
 
Members Noted the paper 
 

9 Swallowfield Boundary Change Application 
 
An application had been made by Swallowfield Medical Practice to change its practice boundary.  
The practice had made this application based on an agreement with the CCG to manage the 
Practice’s list size when it reached 15,000 patients.  The Practice list size was 14,943 on 0I 
November 2021.  The Practice had advised that it was beginning to struggle with this number of 
patients and was restricted by clinical space precenting additional GP recruitment.  Swallowfield 
felt that making the change to the boundary would not greatly affect patient choice and had 
consulted with their PPG who supported the boundary change. Patients registered outside the 
boundary after the change would remain registered and would only be removed following a 
change in address.  
 
Member were asked to agree a change to the practice boundary. 
 
SW Was not aware if any imminent boundary changes with the other local practices apart from 
the Finchampstead request which members were aware of affecting Ravenswood.  
 
SW informed members that Primary Care had looked but were not aware of any historical 
evidence of a formal agreement made between the CCG and Swallowfield for changing their 
boundary once the practice had reached a certain list size. This approval would be regarded as 
a new application based on current pressures. 
 
Decision:  Members AGREED the boundary change. The practice would be informed of 
the decision based on current pressures and not based on any historical agreement.  
 

10 Winter Access Fund update  

SW provided a verbal update. 

The national proposal to invest in primary care though a winter access fund had been shared 

with members at the November meeting. Work has taken place on how to best invest the fund 

across the ICS.  There were two parts to the proposal, one to identify practices where enhanced 

support was needed and the other to look at upscale solutions.  All practices should benefit from 

the funding. 

All practices were written to asking how the funding could be used. In Berkshire West 22 bids 

were received with the majority being approved in full. Discussions continue with Reading 

Central PCN to fully understand what the Reading solution would be for Winter and the role of 

the suspended walk-in service.  

Two Berkshire West system wide offers had been identified to increase additional GP 

appointments and to support the primary care out of hours services.  

It was noted that Andrea Hollister is the BOB coordinator for Push Doctor. Practices who had 

submitted a request for this service would have been sent Andrea ‘s contact details.  



 

 

Action: SD to speak to Andrea Hollister to find out if Push Doctor has the facility to do a 

referral to a community pharmacy on the back of the GP CPS Service.   

Members requested further information about the process for funding allocated to practices. HC 

requested a meeting with Primary Care to discuss this and future allocations.  

SW The impact of the investment would be tested and a report would be brought to committee 

members.  

 
Quality 

13 DOS RAG rating in Primary Care 
 
The paper taken as read. 
 
For Noting. 
 
The CCG had received an increase in requests from practices to change their status on the 111 
system. ICS discussions with the LMC and partners had taken place to consider how best 
changes to the DOS RAG status could be managed.  
 
The paper set out a proposal of how the RAG status could be changed. For a practice to change 
their RAG rating they would first need to contact the CCG who would authorise the change.  
 
Members raised concerns that work coming into practices whilst awaiting an approval of a DOS 
RAG change could possibly be a safety risk.  
 
SW Primary Care would take the opportunity to offer the practice support with the pressures they 
are under whilst awaiting the change. A robust process would be put in place for authorising the 
change and responding to the practice in a timely manner.  If a member of Primary Care was not 
available, it was suggested the Director on call could make the decision to change the RAG 
rating.   
 
Action: SW to build into the process who practices should contact to report a change in 
RAG rating and ensure a fast response.   
 
DD wanted to know what would happen to the displaced patients who having been directed by 
111 to a pharmacy due to their practice being rated amber and are now unable to access a 
pharmacy and could therefore be lost in the system. A request had also been raised for 111 to 
bring pharmacists higher up the list of patient choice when they are unable to see their practice.  
 
Action: SW to look at ensuring patients are not lost in the system and to consult with lead 
pharmacist and 111 to increase the algorithm with the outcome being the pharmacy being 
higher up the list.  
 
HC Could the amber duration and the maximum duration of 5 days be extended, given the 
reason for the status change being staffing issues, demand pressure etc and therefore ongoing?  
 
SW The cut-off date of 5 days was part of the National system which the CCG could not override. 
The CCG would contact the practice to discuss any ongoing problems during the 5 days and 
decide whether an extension should be taken.  
 
Members agreed the proposed pathway subject to points raised being addressed. 
 



 

 

 Other Standing Items and AOB 

17 Risk Register 
 
No changes had been made to the risk register since the November meeting.  
 
Part B looked at the practices the Primary Care Team continue to engage with.  

• Wokingham Medical Centre had been removed from the register due the changes in their 
CQC status.  

• Chatham Street had been kept on due the ongoing issues with the partnerships at the 
practice although the CQC status has changed.  

  
Members NOTED the register 
  

18 AOB 
None noted 
 

Date of Next Meeting:   
05 January 2022 
 

Meeting Closed: 14:15 
 

 


